Will Employers Choose Your Doctor?

Twenty large employers, like Verizon and Coca-Cola, will soon share employee health data in an attempt to control the entire supply chain of health care. They’ll combine data of 4 million employees, including where they get care, how the dollars are spent, and patient outcomes.

Companies in this new alliance want to figure out which treatments and doctors have better outcomes so they can steer workers to these doctors and hospitals, perhaps through financial incentives.

Many workers have no choice about health plans. Now employers may try to limit the doctors they see. Isn’t it time to move away from employer-sponsored coverage? Why not get your entire compensation in cash so you can make your own choices in health care?
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The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 41 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the Bott Radio Network.